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 Sweden and Scandinavia: 
History-Writing as an Identity 

Project in the Early Modern Period

A n n a  Wa l l e t t e

Interest in Old Norse literature can influence any image of the North. When 
knowledge of Old Norse culture increased in the seventeenth century, a more 
positive image of the uncivilised and barbaric North spread throughout Eu-
rope. The competition over who contributed the most to Old Norse culture 
affected the relationship between the communities in the North, as well as 
those communities’ relationships to their own culture. Modern research, es-
pecially on identities, tends to focus on the national framework, and we often 
forget to include larger geographical areas or smaller regions. The following 
will discuss the fact that Scandinavia seems to have been an important point 
of reference for the eighteenth-century historian, Sven Lagerbring, partly 
because of his interest in the Old Norse sagas.1 

Sven Lagerbring was born in the south of Sweden, and became a professor 
of history at Lund University in 1742. An immensely productive scholar and 
teacher, he wrote several new lectures series on the constitutional and politi-
cal history of different European countries. Besides political history, he also 
engaged in the study of biography and genealogy, and gave lectures in church 
history, the history of ideas, and cultural history. However, his best-known 
production is Swea rikes historia, ifrån de äldsta tider til de närwarande (‘A 
history of the Swedish realm from the oldest times to the present’) published 
between 1769 and 1783/1786. The kings’ lives provided him with his chrono-
logical framework, which he followed with a description of the country 
region by region before returning to the life of influential people in the form 
of minor kings and chieftains. Descriptions of the laws, regional economies, 
and different customs are offered in the course of some three thousand pages, 
from the first ruler – pinpointed in time to c. 350 bc – until the fifteenth 
century. 

Although older, more imaginative, interpretations of Sweden’s prehistory 
were criticized in the eighteenth century, the sagas and the Eddas remained 
important material for Lagerbring to study in his history of the Swedish 
realm, thereby providing him with a Scandinavian framework. Lagerbring 
firmly believed that historians should provide examples of how a country 
should be governed: by making interpretations available, a historian offered 
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the tools necessary for readers to make up their own minds. Discussions 
about politics in his time were defined by uncertainty over what might be 
the best system to rule a country.2 He himself wrote during the so-called Age 
of Liberty (1719–1772). He did not wholeheartedly approve of this form of 
parliamentary rule. He found it to be a weak, easily corrupted, and inefficient 
form of government, where the nobility had too much power. He proposed an 
enlightened despot as the better option. This ideal could sometimes be found 
in the Old Norse literature. 

The importance that Lagerbring accorded the sagas as a source for histori-
cal events had implications for his view of the North. What is the North in 
Lagerbring’s history-writing? What is not part of the North? Hendriette 
Kliemann has studied European eighteenth-century scholars’ work with the 
concept of the North, and how one of Lagerbring’s contemporary colleagues 
in Göttingen, Prof August Ludwig von Schlözer, included practically all 
peoples who had escaped incorporation into the Roman Empire. Others, for 
example the Norwegian scholar Gerhard Schøning, viewed this as too broad 
a definition.3 Lagerbring’s own definition of the North coincided with his 
use of the term ‘Scandinavians’. He talked about the Scandinavian people 
in plural. He did on occasion refer to Swedish subjects as ‘the Swedes’, and 
subjects of the Danish crown were ‘the Danes’, but mostly he used the term 
‘Scandinavians’, either to refer to inhabitants of the Scandinavian peninsula 
or to Norsemen. The Scandinavians were the Danes and Norwegians, and 
sometimes the Finns, Icelanders, and Swedes. The Icelanders posed a special 

From Swea Rike by Swedish historian Sven Lagerbring (1707–1787).
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problem. They were not that important in themselves. Their importance was 
only because of the sagas and skaldic works, Nordic treasures not spread from 
Iceland to the rest of the North, but rather destroyed in ‘their rightful father-
land’ and merely safeguarded by the Icelanders due to their island’s isolation, 
free therefore from corruption from the rest of Europe.4 When he wanted 
to distinguish the Swedes from the others, he would talk about ‘our Swedish 
North’ (wår Swenska Nord), or simply ‘our North’ (wår Nord). This was not 
only a geographical term for Lagerbring; it had an ideological meaning. 

Even if Lagerbring wrote on the history of the realm, his overall context 
seems to have been a Nordic one. Scandinavia was the underlying, and stable, 
unity. According to Lagerbring, the Scandinavians were of the same stock; 
all of them were Europeans, but the men from the North were just a little bit 
healthier thanks to their naïvety. The Scandinavian language – in the singular 
– demonstrates the disposition of its people. It consists of few words, and the 
harshness of the language proves them to be brave. The Scandinavians are 
characterised by justice and simplicity. The ancestors were idealised, not as 
proud warriors, but as essentially egalitarian and noble men. Thanks to the 
simplicity of the language, Scandinavians of the past were to be admired over 
the more pretentious, and therefore deceitful, Romans.5 

The idea that cultural and linguistic barriers should coincide with political 
boundaries is a modern idea. A multinational arrangement with different laws, 
taxes, privileges, et cetera was a more common notion than that of a cultural, 
economical, and political unit. Naturally, identities in the early modern era 
related to other things than to the state – but a good patriot could not be ig-
norant of the welfare of the state.6 Patria meant several different things in the 
eighteenth century; it could be the state, but also a region or a province. Never-
theless, all history should be relevant to the kingdom, and the study of customs 
and economies of different districts would then benefit the state as a whole.7

Lagerbring seemed to think of patria mostly as a region coinciding with 
 legal jurisdictions. Patriotic loyalty had to do with loyalty towards the political 
institutions. But loyalty directed towards the pater patriae (‘fädernas fader’) 
should also be directed towards the people that the state represents. There was 
a moral to the usual definition of who could be a member of a patria. Besides 
the political institution and organisation, or administrative area, things such 
as religion, language, and culture mattered. There was emotional significance 
in the concept ‘land of our fathers’. Any differences between the regions, or 
the different people of the North, were considered more due to the actions 
of the rulers than to any difference in the character of the people. Lagerbring 
used the Christianisation of Norway and Sweden as an example, where the 
Norwegian ruler was harsher than the Swedish king.8 

Lagerbring’s usage of the Old Norse sagas meant that he insisted on a 
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shared foundation for the Scandinavians, and thereby emphasized a common 
history. Naturally, a negative image of, for example, Denmark was never far 
away in Sweden. Lagerbring himself blamed the Danish nobility and their 
greed for power for the destruction of the Kalmar Union.9 But it was their 
deeds, not their quality as Danes in particular, that presented the problem. 
Even if Lagerbring wrote his magnum opus as a history on the realm, we can-
not ignore the view of Scandinavia as one important part in any image of the 
North, whether in the Middle Ages, the early modern period, or the modern 
age.10 The North must have had some specific significance in the past, as well 
as in the present, otherwise there would not be a need for a Nordic History 
Congress in the twenty-first century. 

Sverige	och	Skandinavien	–	
tidigmodern	historieskrivning	som	identitetsprojekt	

Skandinavien som region påverkade den svenska 1700-talshistorikern Sven 
Lagerbring i hans arbete med den svenska historien. Ett av skälen till att en 
tidigmodern historiker såg en gemenskap för nordborna var att de isländska 
sagorna utgjorde en stor del av källmaterialet för den äldsta historien. Men 
istället för att tala om götiska eller svenska sagor visade dessa ”isländska 
handlingar” Lagerbring att skandinaverna delade språk, religion och historia, 
vilket gav dem en samhörighet. Isländska sagor sades vara representativa 
för ett stort område, och de historiska relationerna mellan de skandinaviska 
rikena blev således en viktig fråga för Lagerbring. Skandinaverna hade dess-
utom liknande lynne. När han ville skilja ut svenskarna talade han om wår 
Swenska Nord. En historiker som Lagerbring reflekterade över historiska 
tiders styrelseskick. Historien skulle förmedla lärdomar. Därför kunde detta 
gemensamma sinnelag vara nödvändigt att känna även för en svensk patrio-
tisk historiestudent.
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via, Sweden, identity, Old Norse literature
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G y l f i  G u n n l a u g s s o n

Around 1600, scholars outside Iceland became aware of the rich resources on 
Nordic history that were preserved in old manuscripts on this remote island. 
As early as the seventeenth century, scholars in Denmark and Sweden began 
extensive studies of the content of the manuscripts. The poems and sagas 
also attracted attention elsewhere in Europe, as the Nordic scholars of that 
time generally presented their findings in Latin, even translating  examples 
of the Old Norse writings into that language. But it was not until the 
mid-eighteenth century that serious consideration of the writings as litera-
ture commenced outside Iceland, when the pioneers of pre-Romanticism in 
 European culture discovered this heritage, and began to translate the writings 
and to rework them in new literary works. In due course, this creative recep-
tion of Old Norse literature became focussed in Scandinavia, culminating in 


